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Your 
industry’s 

commercial 
vehicle 
partner

www.mvcommercial.com www.mvtruckrental.com
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About Us
MV Commercial has been successfully trading for over 15 years supplying 
companies with light and heavy commercials across the country. Operating from 
three main depots in Livingston, Haydock and London Luton, our fleet of more than 
850 specialist vehicles backed by over 100 staff allows us to supply vehicles to 
businesses of all sizes, from owner-drivers to multi-national companies. 

We believe we provide an altogether better experience to companies of all sizes by 
investing heavily in our vehicles, internal processes, technology and staff training, 
as well as working hard to understand your industry.

Our innovative contract hire solutions offer an affordable and flexible way to manage 
and grow your commercial fleet.

Maintained to the highest standards and backed by our friendly, knowledgeable 
staff, our vehicles are some of the best and most reliable on the UK roads. 

Independent of any single manufacturer we believe we offer greater choice, quicker 
turnarounds and unbiased advice on hiring the most appropriate commercial 
vehicle for your business.

From short-term hire to cover a busy period to long-term contract leasing, make 
MV Commercial your first call.

We guarantee to keep your business moving.

THE MV COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGE 

• Stock Built Ready to Go • Independent of Any One Manufacturer 

• Expert Hydraulic Engineers  • Onsite Fabrication Facility  

• In-house Design Engineers • End to End Build Management 

• Specialised Vehicle Builds • Paint and Blast Ovens Within a 15000ft2 Facility 

•	 Award	Winning	Fuel	Efficient	Vehicles	 • Expert Understanding of Your Business

Flexible   •   Dynamic   •   Forward Thinking
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 BENEFITS OF FULLY MAINTAINED CONTRACT HIRE
 
• Flexible Hire Terms • No Maintenance Costs 
• 100% Tax Deductible • No Depreciation 
• No Capital Outlay • No Tax or MOT
• Fuel Efficiency and Reliability • 24hr Breakdown and Recovery

Contract Hire and Flexible Fleet 
Rental Made Easy 
A growing fleet is a good sign of business growth, but finding reliable vehicles can 
cause headaches for transport managers and owners alike. This is why our expert 
knowledge of your industry makes finding the right vehicle easy - because we do 
all the work for you. By working in partnership to better understand your business’ 
needs, we make fleet management easy by providing genuine assistance and 
recommendations when sourcing new vehicles.

More Ways to Get Behind the 
Wheel
With the option to hire, lease, rent to buy, or buy outright, few companies are as 
flexible when it comes to getting you behind the wheel of your new vehicle. For 
companies looking to outsource their fleet management or free up capital, we will 
buy your fleet and rent it back to you fully maintained and worry-free while you 
invest in your company.

With more than a decade in providing fleet rental and vehicles sales solutions to 
customers across the UK and beyond, MV Commercial is well-known for having 
one of the best stock holdings of heavy duty crane trucks and specialised vehicles 
anywhere in Europe.

Our fleet includes a full range of crane trucks, tippers, grabs, hook and skip 
loaders, boxes, curtains, flatbeds, beavertails and more. With delivery nationwide 
and international export, we pride ourselves in getting you what you need, when 
you need it, wherever you need it.
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Thompson	Load	Master	Body	Specification

Floor - 5mm Hardox 450
PFC Under Floor Runners
Headboard - 3.2mm Domex 700
Sides - 3.2mm Domex 700
Top Rails – HD Rolled Section
Tailboard – 4mm Hardox 450
Binotto or Harsh Tipping Gear

Tailboard

Automatic Hasp as Standard (Manual Hasp Available, see Optional Extras) 
Hasp Controlled from Pneumatic Lever Valve in Cab

Thompson Body Specification and Build Features
As the UK’s number one original build crane specialist, it is only natural that we would bring our building and expertise to the tipper grab market. Like the rest of our plant fleet, these 
reliable and dependable vehicles have been built to withstand tough, real world conditions as you put them to work building your business.

Specifications and Features for Scania  
P Series, DAF CF Series and Volvo FMX
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Thompson Body Specification and Build Features
Features

Rear Lights Mounted in Heavy Duty Easily Accessible Hinged Protective Grating
Side Lights and Side Markings as Standard

Front to Rear Electrically Operated Easy Sheet Cover
Air Operated Brake Chambers to Lock and Release Gate

Gate	Locks	with	Air	Off	to	Prevent	Opening	Due	to	Air	Failure
Heavy Duty Hinges

Side Ladder for Easy Access
Shovel Holder

Tool Box

Optional Features 
 

Manual Hasp
Wacker Plate Carrier 

Beacons and Lighting 
 

Optional Safety Features
 

Camera Systems 
Pedestrian/Cyclists Warning Systems 

High Visibility Mirrors

Painting And Livery

Full Design and Painting Services 
Shot Blasting 

Black Body as Standard
Can be Painted in a Colour of Your Choice

Two Pack Paint
Painted to 125 Microns Wet Film Thickness

Vinyl Wrapping

By combining the very best marques and industry leading components, such as the Thompson Loadmaster body and Palfinger Epsilon cranes, and exceptional build quality with our 
unique design, convenience and safety features, our fleet of tipper grab vehicles have quickly become the cornerstone of the success of companies across the UK.
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Built Ready for the Work EnvironmentScania P Series
Features

410bhp or 450bhp
Euro 6  
Day Cab 
Scania Opticruise Gearbox or Manual 
8X4 Double Drive 
Solid Steel Bumper 
Air Suspension

DAF CF Series
Features 

400bhp
Euro 6
Day Cab
8 Speed Manual Gearbox
8X4 Double Drive
MX Engine Brake
Mechanical	Differential
Air Suspension
ASR (Anti-Slip Control)

Volvo FMX
Features

420bhp
Euro 6
Day Cab
FM Driving Package
8X4 Double Drive
I-Shift	12	Speed	Off-Road	Gearbox
Volvo Engine Brake VEB+
Led Day Running Lights
Trailer Detection with LED Sensor
Rear Single Reduction Tandem Axles
Construction Air Suspension
Skid Plate
Automatic Traction Control
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Built Ready for the Work Environment Driver Features*

 
Convenience    

Telematics Gateway with 3G Modem and WLAN
Suspended Comfort Driver Seat

Cruise Control with Steering Controls
Central Locking with Remote Control 

Immobiliser
Air Conditioning

Media

7” Colour Information Display
Integrated Bluetooth CD Radio with MP3 Playback

USB and AUX Audio Connector

Comfort

Half Leather Seating 
Manual Roof Hatch

Sun Visor with Lights 

Safety and Compliance

* Model Dependent 
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Work
Reliable and designed to work as hard as you do, our tipper grabs already form the backbone 
of a wide range of industries and companies across the United Kingdom thanks to their high 
specifications, intuitive design and no compromise when it comes to quality.

Save
It is not only the fuel efficiency and low emissions of our Euro 6 tipper grabs that save 
you money. Our full R&M services increase vehicle uptime and profitability while our 
flexible contract hire and rent to buy options save you money as you build your business.

Last
Our end to end build management team works 
closely with class leading and widely respected 
manufacturers to make sure that every aspect of 
your tipper grab has been built to withstand the 
worst the industry has in store. It is part of our way of 
ensuring there is nothing in the way of your growth.

Built to ...
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Our Facilities
Investing in our facilities to raise 
your business profile
In an industry where reputation is an integral part of growing your business,  
MV Commercial understands how important it is that not only does your vehicle 
work hard but that it looks good doing so.

This is why we have invested extensively in upgrading our onsite painting, shot 
blasting and finishing facilities so that we can offer you the highest quality commercial 
vehicle painting and livery services with speedy turnaround times.

Our modern state of the art facilities cover a 3.5 acre site and feature a 32-metre 
blast bay and two 16-metre paint ovens to ensure excellent finish and profile while 
reducing costs and lead time.

Backed up with over 150 years of combined vehicle refurbishing experience and 24 
hours a day operation, our fabricators and painters have transformed to date over 
2000 commercial vehicles and trailers, making them the pride of their respective 
fleets.

Our workshop facilities operate 24 hour a day, 7 days per week inspection, repair 
and maintenance of vehicles to ensure they are kept in peak condition and operating 
at maximum efficiency. In addition to the standard services such as in-house MOT 
inspections and tacho testing and calibration, we also have highly trained and 
qualified crane engineers who operate from our nationwide depots and via mobile 
service units.

In 2015 MV Commercial brought its design and engineering services in-house with 
the acquisition of a leading commercial vehicle engineering firm. Our new engineering 
facilities have resulted in increased specialist design and turnaround times, as well 
as purpose built designs that are perfectly suited to our clients’ needs.
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Body Type
Panel
Crew
Refrigerated
Box
Curtainside
Tipper
Caged Tipper
Dropside
Furniture
Slidebed Recovery with Crane 
Slidebed Recovery
Flatbed
Tipper Grab
Skip Loader
Hookloader
Beavertail
Flatbed Crane
Dropside Crane
Curtainside Crane
Beavertail Crane
Cabin Spec Crane
Cheesewedge Crane
Tractor Unit with Crane (6x2 Tag)
Tractor Unit with Crane (6x4 Double Drive)
Tractor Unit (6x2)
Tractor Unit (6x2 Tag)
Tractor Unit (6x4 Double Drive)
Specialist 3 Axle Trailers

Weight
65T44T7.5T 18T 26T 32T12T10T3.5T 80T

Product Guide 2016

To view our latest vehicles available for purchase or read more about MV Commercial go to
www.mvcommercial.com or visit our dedicated rental site www.mvtruckrental.com



CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION TIPPER GRABS

www.mvcommercial.comScania P Series, Volvo FMX and DAF CF Series Tipper Grabs in stock and ready to go.

Original build by
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HAYDOCK DEPOT 
Unit H1  

Haydock Cross Industrial 
Estate 

Kilbuck Lane 
Haydock 

WA11 9UX 
Tel: 01942 723 354

LUTON DEPOT 
Watling Street 
Flamstead 
St Albans 
Hertfordshire  
AL3 8HB 
Tel: 01582 840 477

LIVINGSTON DEPOT 
Letham Road 
Houstoun Industrial Estate 
Livingston 
EH54 5BY 
Tel: 01506 440 042

www.mvcommercial.com www.mvtruckrental.com

HEAD OFFICE 
Muir Road 

Houstoun Industrial Estate 
Livingston 
EH54 5DR 

Tel: 01506 430 000


